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Summary

Background: A complex network of putative molecular inter-
actions underlies the architecture and function of cell-matrix
adhesions. Most of these interactions are implicated from
coimmunoprecipitation studies using expressed components,
but few have been demonstrated or characterized functionally
in living cells.
Results: We introduce fluorescence fluctuation methods to
determine, at high spatial and temporal resolution, ‘‘when’’
and ‘‘where’’ molecular complexes form and their stoichiom-
etry in nascent adhesions (NAs). We focus on integrin-associ-
ated molecules implicated in integrin activation and in the
integrin-actin linkage in NAs and show that these molecules
form integrin-containing complexes hierarchically within the
adhesion itself. Integrin and kindlin reside in a molecular com-
plex as soon as adhesions are visible; talin, although also pre-
sent early, associates with the integrin-kindlin complex only
after NAs have formed and in response to myosin II activity.
Furthermore, talin and vinculin association precedes the for-
mation of the integrin-talin complex. Finally, a-actinin enters
NAs periodically and in clusters that transiently associate
with integrins. The absolute number and stoichiometry of
these molecules varies among the molecules studied and
changes as adhesions mature.
Conclusions: Theseobservations suggest aworkingmodel for
NA assembly whereby transient a-actinin-integrin complexes
help nucleate NAs within the lamellipodium. Subsequently,
integrin complexes containing kindlin, but not talin, emerge.
Once NAs have formed, myosin II activity promotes talin asso-
ciation with the integrin-kindlin complex in a stoichiometry
consistent with each talin molecule linking two integrin-kindlin
complexes.

Introduction

Cell-matrix adhesion is central to many modes of cell migra-
tion, a process involved in pathologies such as cancer, athero-
sclerosis, and chronic inflammatory diseases [1]. Adhesions
are comprised of networks of molecular interactions [2] and
generate traction and signals that mediate and regulate
*Correspondence: ab8su@virginia.edu
migration [3]. Integrin receptors are central components of
this network [4]. They bind several different extracellularmatrix
ligands, organize signaling complexes, and connect to the
actin cytoskeleton through interactions with a large number
of different molecules that bind to them either directly or indi-
rectly [2, 5]. Despite a plethora of information on the in vitro
binding interactions among integrin- and adhesion-associated
molecules, ‘‘where’’ and ‘‘when’’ these interactions occur de-
termines adhesion and cellular function and remains largely
unknown.
Talin and kindlin bind integrin directly and regulate both

its activation and the formation of adhesions [6]. Talin1 knock-
down shows diminished activation of aIIbb3, avb3, and a5b1 in-
tegrins [7] and impaired adhesion formation [8]. Kindlins,
more recently identified as adhesion components [9], are also
required for talin-mediated integrin activation [10]. Kindlin3-
deficient platelets, for example, fail to activate integrins despite
normal talin expression [11]. While the overlapping functions of
these two molecules are clear, ‘‘when’’ and ‘‘where’’ talin and
kindlin cooperate to activate integrins during adhesion forma-
tion is not known. Current models suggest either simultaneous
or sequential binding of both molecules to the cytoplasmic tail
of the b integrin subunit [12].
A similar conundrum exists for the interactions between

integrin and its associated actin-binding adhesion partners.
Talin, vinculin, and a-actinin are all thought to be part of a link-
age, between integrin and the actin cytoskeleton, that is
required for traction and adhesion formation [13, 14]. Both talin
and a-actinin bind integrin and actin directly [15, 16]. Vinculin
binds talin and activates it; it also binds to actin and a-actinin
[17, 18] and, like a-actinin and talin, serves to link integrins to
actin filaments and, indirectly, cluster integrins [18, 19]. Thus,
even with this small set of molecules, there are many potential
interactions that mediate the linkages from integrin to actin.
It seems unlikely that all exist simultaneously, but how all of
these potential interactions occur and the adhesion types
in which they reside is also not known. Further, it is unclear
whether these molecules are recruited independently or
whether they reside as preformed, preactivated cytoplasmic
complexes.
These are only a few of thew200molecules thought to asso-

ciate with adhesions [2]. Their interactions have been inferred
largely from immunoprecipitations using purified, endoge-
nous, or overexpressed components. To date, few studies
have addressed their existence and function in living cells
[14, 20–23]. Recent developments in fluorescence fluctuation
methods provide a toolbox for addressing these kinds of
molecular interactions [20, 24, 25]. The methods rely on the
analysis of molecular intensity fluctuations from fluorescently
tagged adhesion molecules and provide measurements of dy-
namics, concentrations, and aggregation states. When imple-
mented in a dual-color mode, cofluctuations in fluorescence
intensity reveal the presence and composition of molecular
complexes.
In this study, we introduce fluorescence fluctuation

methods to determine at high spatial and temporal resolution
the formation and stoichiometry of molecular complexes in
the nascent adhesions (NAs) that populate protrusions in
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Figure 1. Cross-variance of a5b1 Integrin and Kindlin2 in NAs

(A and B) a5 integrin colocalizes with talin1 and kindlin2 in NAs (arrows; A) with variable assembly rates (B) in CHOK1 cells cotransfected with mCherry-pax-

illin and the designated GFP-tagged plasmid.

(C) Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) images (average over 50 s) of a5 integrin-mGFP and mCherry-kindlin2 used for cross-variance analysis.

(D) Fluorescence intensity time trace of a5 integrin-mGFP andmCherry-kindlin2 in a selected NA and the corresponding cross-variance or (Bcc) values calcu-

lated from phases of adhesion formation and disassembly (labeled A–E).

(E) Box plot of the (Bcc) values from pixel regions corresponding to both adhesions and regions without adhesions. (Bcc) values calculated from areas away

(n = 17) and between (n = 19) adhesions were averaged over 5 3 5 and 3 3 3 pixel regions, respectively. For areas between adhesions, (Bcc) values corre-

sponding to time segments when no adhesions were visible yet were discarded. (Bcc) values for regions around adhesions were calculated from single

square pixel regions surrounding the adhesion. GAP (GAP-mGFP and GAP-mCherry) constitutes a negative control. Images were acquired every 500 ms.

Error bars indicate the SEM. See also Figure S1.
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migrating CHO cells. We focus on kindlin, talin, vinculin, and
a-actinin, integrin-associated molecules implicated in integ-
rin activation or crosslinking to the actin cytoskeleton. We
show that whereas these molecules are recruited at the
same time to adhesions, their interactions emerge hierar-
chically within the adhesion itself instead of entering as per-
formed complexes from the neighboring cell membrane or
cytoplasm. a5b1 integrin and kindlin2 are detected in a molec-
ular complex at the onset of NA formation; however, talin1
associates with a5b1 integrin and kindlin2 only after NAs
have formed and in response to myosin II activity. In contrast,
talin1 and vinculin are present in a complex as the NAs
assemble. Furthermore, a-actinin enters adhesions in periodic
clusters that associate transiently with integrins. We also
show that the stoichiometries underlying these interactions
vary as adhesions mature. Whereas a5b1 integrin and kindlin2
are present in a 1:1 ratio in NAs, talin is present in a 0.5:1 ratio
with integrin. However, as adhesions mature, talin1 increases
to a 1:1 ratio with a5b1 integrin and kindlin2. Together, these
results point to a hierarchical formation of molecular interac-
tions during NA formation.
Results

a5b1 Integrin and Kindlin2 Associate in a Molecular

Complex as Adhesions Assemble
To determine whether talin and kindlin reside in NAs, we coex-
pressed mCherry-paxillin, an early marker of NAs [26], with
monomeric GFP (mGFP)-tagged talin1, kindlin2, or the a5 in-
tegrin subunit in CHOK1 cells. a5b1 integrin, talin1, and kindlin2
all localize to NAs (Figure 1A, arrowheads) and enter at about
the same time, but with differing assembly rates (Figure 1B).
Whereas a5b1 integrin and kindlin2 enter with indistinguishable
kinetics, talin1 entered slightly faster. These data suggest that
the entry of talin is uncoupled from that of either a5b1 integrin
or kindlin2 and raise the possibility that the latter two may
enter as a preformed complex.
To determine whether the similar assembly rates for a5b1

integrin and kindlin2 in NAs are due to molecular associations
that form before or as adhesions assemble, we used cross-
variance analysis [24]. This method detects the presence
of molecular complexes using covariance analysis of fluo-
rescence fluctuations arising from the dynamic exchange of
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molecular complexes in adhesions. Molecules that are unas-
sociated will enter and leave adhesions independently and
show no cross-variance or (Bcc); however, molecules that
reside in a common complex will enter and leave together
and show a positive cross-variance.

We calculated temporal maps of (Bcc) using image time
series of CHOK1 cells expressing a5 integrin-mGFP and
mCherry-kindlin2 (Figure 1C). Figure 1D is a representative
plot of the fluorescence intensity of a5b1 integrin and kindlin2
in a NA and the corresponding (Bcc) values calculated from
different stages of adhesion formation. We observed positive
(Bcc) values as the adhesions start to assemble, and they per-
sisted after the adhesions formed. We observed a similar pos-
itive (Bcc) value for the positive controls, mGFP-talin1-mCherry
and mCherry-paxillin-mGFP, throughout NA formation (Fig-
ure S2 available online). In contrast, the (Bcc) values measured
in pixels before the adhesions were visible and from a negative
control consisting of two noninteracting molecules, GAP-
mGFP and GAP-mCherry, showed minimal cross-variance
(Figure 1E). Furthermore, cells expressing a5b1 integrin and a
kindlin2 mutant (Q614A/W615A) that lacks integrin binding ac-
tivity [27] show neither specific localization to adhesions nor
positive cross-variance (Figure S1). These data suggest that
a5b1 integrin and kindlin2 reside in a common complex as ad-
hesions form and stabilize (Figure 1E). We also observed lower
(Bcc) values during disassembly and after disassembly, sug-
gesting that some adhesion molecules dissociate from disas-
sembling adhesions independently rather than in complexes.

To determine whether a5b1 integrin and kindlin2 are preas-
sociated before adhesions form, we compared the (Bcc) values
in adhesions with areas outside adhesions, i.e., between NAs
(e.g., areas 1–3) and farther away (e.g., areas 4–6) from the
adhesion-rich protrusive edge (Figures 1C and 1E). In both of
these regions, the (Bcc) values were calculated from more
than 15 areas in each region. Even though the results were sta-
tistically above background (negative controls and preassem-
bly pixels in regions where adhesions emerge), they were also
statistically different from the (Bcc) values calculated from the
assembly and stability phases, showing that a5b1 integrin and
kindlin2 are most likely not associated in a complex at those
locations. Taken together, the data suggest that a5b1 integrin
and kindlin2 do not interact in the plasma membrane outside
adhesions, but rather they assemble into a complex as they
enter the adhesion itself.

Talin Associates with a5b1 Integrin and Kindlin2 after NAs

Assemble and in Response to Myosin II Activation
We next determined whether talin1 associates with a5b1 integ-
rin in adhesions by using cross-variance analysis on CHOK1
cells expressing a5 integrin-mGFP and mCherry-talin1. The
(Bcc) values were near control values as the adhesions assem-
bled but then showed positive cross-variance once the NAs
formed (Figure 2A). This contrasts kindlin2 and a5b1 integrin,
which reside in a complex as NAs assemble. A talin1 mutant
(R358A) that does not bind integrins showed weaker localiza-
tion, more-diffuse expression, and no detectable cross-vari-
ance (Figure S1) [28].

Next, we investigated associations between talin1 and kind-
lin2 using mGFP-talin1 and mCherry-kindlin2. Like talin1 and
a5b1 integrin, they did not show statistically significant cross-
variance values as NAs assembled but did show positive
(Bcc) values once the NAs assembled (Figure 2B). This reveals
thatmGFP-talin1 andmCherry-kindlin2 do not reside in a com-
mon complex until NAs have assembled, as observed for talin1
and a5b1 integrin. Taken together, these observations show
that whereas talin1, kindlin2, and a5b1 integrin all enter NAs
as they begin to form, kindlin2 and a5b1 integrin associate in
a complex early, during the assembly process, and talin enters
the complex after the adhesions have assembled.
Sincewe observed a delayed association between talin1 and

a5b1 integrin in adhesions,we next askedwhether it reflects the
myosin-dependent maturation into focal complexes and focal
adhesions (FAs) [26]. To distinguish between these, we in-
hibited myosin II activation using Y27632, an inhibitor of
ROCK activity and adhesion maturation [29]. When we treated
U2OS cells expressing a5 integrin-mGFP and talin-mCherry
with 30 mM Y27632, NAs formed, but they did not mature into
elongated adhesions (Figure 2C). mCherry-talin1 localized in
these NAs (Figure 2D); however, it did not show detectable
(Bcc) values with a5 integrin-mGFP, even at time periods well
beyond those when complexes are detected in control cells
(Figure 2E). In contrast, kindlin2 showed positive cross-vari-
ance with a5b1 integrin in NAs, even after ROCK inhibition, as
it did in untreated controls (Figure 2F). These data suggest
that a5b1 integrin-kindlin2 interactions are independent of
ROCK-mediatedmyosin II activation, whereas a5b1 integrin-ta-
lin1 interactions require it, demonstrating a possible role for
myosin II activity in the formation of a stable talin-integrin com-
plex. Theseobservations agreewith studies showing that force
coupling mediated through local depletion of PtdIns(4,5)P2
regulates talin but not kindlin recruitment to adhesions [30].

Talin and Vinculin Reside in a Molecular Complex as

Adhesions Assemble and Mature
Since vinculin is implicated in talin activation and incorporation
into adhesions [18, 31], we used cross-variance analysis to
determine when they associate in NAs. In cells expressing
vinculin-mGFP and mCherry-talin1 (Figure 3A), positive
cross-variance between talin1 and vinculin appeared at the
onset of NA formation (Figures 3A and 3B) and persisted
even after the adhesions formed and elongated (Figure 3B).
These data suggest that talin1 and vinculin reside in a complex
as NAs form and mature. Interestingly, positive (Bcc) values
were predominant at the end, proximal to the protrusion of
the elongated adhesions, suggesting a preferential, localized
recruitment of the complex (Figure 3C). Furthermore, faster
sampling was required to capture the exchange of talin and
vinculin as a complex when compared to the sampling time for
talin1 and a5b1 integrin, showing that they exchange indepen-
dently of integrin (Figure S2). This association is not apparent
in the cytoplasm via use of ccRICS (Figure S3), but rather
emerges in adhesions where force-mediated vinculin activa-
tion, required for talin binding [32, 33], is thought to occur [34].

a-Actinin Displays a Distinct Pattern of Entry and Complex
Formation in NAs

a-actinin binds b1 integrin in vitro and is thought to be part of
the integrin-actin linkage [15]. To determine ‘‘if’’ and ‘‘when’’
a-actinin and integrin associate in a complex, we studied their
relative rates of entry in NAs using CHOK1 cells expressing a5
integrin-mGFP and a-actinin-mCherry (Figure 4A). a-actinin
entered NAs at a rate faster than that of a5b1 integrin (Fig-
ure 4B). Its intensity increased in periodic spikes (Figure 4A),
with an average period of approximately 20 s, suggesting it
enters adhesions in discrete clusters. We often also observed
small intensity increases for a5 integrin coincident with the
a-actinin spikes, suggesting that they may be associated.
The cross-variance analysis revealed positive (Bcc) values for



Figure 2. Cross-variance of Talin-a5b1 Integrin, and Talin-Kindlin2 in NAs

(A and B) Box plots of (Bcc) values calculated for phases of NA formation in CHOK1 cells expressing a5b1 integrin-mGFP and mCherry-talin1 (A) and mGFP-

talin1 and mCherry-kindlin2 (B).

(C and D) Intensity images (averaged over 3 min) of U2OS cells expressing a5b1 integrin-GFP and mCherry-talin1 before and 8 min after treatment with

Y27632 drug (C). As shown in (D), note that the a5b1 integrin-mGFP- andmCherry-talin1-containing NAs do not mature into larger adhesions similar to those

highlighted by arrows in (C).

(E and F) Box plot of (Bcc) values measured from NAs in cells treated with Y27632 drug show abolished associations between a5b1 integrin-mGFP and

mCherry-talin1 (E), but not between a5b1 integrin-mGFP and mCherry-kindlin2 (F). Images were acquired every 500 ms.

See also Figure S1.
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a-actinin and a5b1 integrin only during the periodic a-actinin in-
tensity spikes, showing that, indeed, the molecules transiently
associate at discrete, relatively short times during NA assem-
bly (Figure 4C).

This contrasts talin1, which formsmolecular complexes with
a5b1 integrin only after NAs have formed. We then asked
whether the delayed association between integrin and talin1
during NA formation is due to a-actinin binding [35]. To do
this, we measured the onset of molecular complex formation
between integrin and talin1 in CHOK1 cells with a-actinin
knocked down. Interestingly, talin1 overexpression rescues
the inhibition of adhesion and protrusion in the a-actinin
knockdowns [26] (Figure 4D) and therefore is able to substitute
for it during adhesion formation. Furthermore, talin is now
present with integrin inmolecular complexes as NAs form (Fig-
ure 4E). Thus, in the absence of a-actinin, talin associates with
a5b1 integrin, which is the only integrin present in CHOK1 cells,
to rescue the formation and turnover of NAs.

a5b1 Integrin Displays Differing Stoichiometry Relative to
Its Binding Partners

Since integrin actin-binding partners possess multiple
binding sites as well as dimerization domains, which could
serve to crosslink them to each other as well as to integrins
[6, 31, 36], we estimated the number of molecules and
stoichiometry of these molecules using fluctuation methods
(see the Supplemental Information and Figures S4 and S5).
By comparing the NA intensities to the intensity of a known
monomer (GAP-mGFP), we estimated that there are w6.5 6
1.3 a5b1 integrins in a NA; this is w2-fold higher than that in
pixels adjacent to the NAs (Figure 5A). These a5b1 integrins
also reside in adhesions in aggregates with an average of
w66 1molecules and in off-adhesion regions with an average
aggregate of w2 6 1 molecules (Figure 5B). Our off-adhesion
results are consistent with previous measurements of integrin
membrane numbers [25], as well as with fibronectin-integrin
binding studies showing that fibronectin trimers are sufficient
for binding to the actin cytoskeleton [37].
We next determined the effect of integrin expression level

and matrix density on the numbers of integrins in adhesions.
In low expressing cells, fewer adhesions formed, and for those
that did form, the number of molecules was similar to that seen
in off-adhesion regions (Figure 5A). In contrast, the fibronectin
density did not affect the number of integrin molecules in ad-
hesions within the 5-fold range that promoted adhesion (Fig-
ure 5C). This suggests that the number of integrin molecules
in NAs is primarily dictated by intrinsic factors rather than
fibronectin density.
Wethencompared the relativenumbersofkindlin2, talin1,and

vinculin to a5b1 integrin. Whereas the numbers of kindlin2 and



Figure 3. Cross-variance of Talin1 and Vinculin in Adhesions

(A) Vinculin-mGFP andmCherry-talin1 localize to NAs and FAs in CHOK1 cells. Representative fluorescence time traces and (Bcc) values for vinculin-mGFP

and mCherry-talin1 in a NA that disassembles are shown.

(B) Box plot of the (Bcc) values calculated at different times during NA formation and from adhesions that stabilize into larger FAs, inferring that they reside in

a common complex. The (Bcc) values for the pixels corresponding to individual FAs (n = 5) were averaged over the time segments.

(C) Images from selected time segments in the vinculin time series depict the formation of a NA that matures into a FA by elongating perpendicular to

the direction of the protrusion. Different (Bcc) values at the distal versus proximal regions relative to the protrusion suggest a differential exchange of the

molecular complex in different regions of the elongating adhesion.

Error bars indicate the SEM. See also Figures S2 and S3.
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integrin were similar (1:1), the number of talin1 molecules was
approximately one-half that of a5b1 integrin, values that are
also supported by variance analysis of the integrin-talin-kindlin
complex. Vinculin displayed w1.3 times the number of integrin
molecules in the NAs; the variability was much greater when
compared to kindlin2, talin1, and a5b1 integrin, with more adhe-
sions exhibiting a higher number ofmolecules (Figure 5D). a-ac-
tinin numbers in individual NAs was the largest among all mole-
cules. The number ofmolecules in each a-actinin intensity spike
contained three to four molecules reaching a plateau of 14 mol-
ecules per NA (Figure 5E). Furthermore, for mature elongated
FAs, we observed a linear increase in all adhesion molecules
as thesizeof theadhesion increased (Figure5F).The relativevin-
culin density was the highest (four times the other molecules),
whereas the stoichiometry between kindlin2, talin1, and a5b1
integrin was 1:1, in agreement with previous observations [14].

Discussion

A complex network of molecular interactions underlies the
signaling activities and extracellularmatrix (ECM)-actin linkage
of cell adhesions [2] and is particularly apparent in an inte-
grated cellular process like migration [5]. Despite the plethora
of biochemical information identifying potential interactions
among the molecules in cell adhesions, their location, dy-
namics, stoichiometry, and regulation are largely unknown.
To date, the absence methods that capture molecular associ-
ations and numbers robustly with high spatial and temporal
resolution have challenged their measurement.
In this study, we identify integrin complexes that contain

integrin-activating molecules, like kindlin and talin, and actin-
linking molecules, like talin, vinculin, and a-actinin, during the
formation of NAs. We also measure the number of these mole-
cules in the adhesions.We do this by extending and optimizing
newly developed fluorescence fluctuation methods, which can
produce high-spatial- and high-temporal-resolution maps of
protein complexes [20, 24]. We find that all of the molecules
studied enter NAs as they first become visible; however,
their rate of addition, absolute numbers, and incorporation
into molecular complexes in adhesions differs. For example,
integrin-kindlin and talin-vinculin are present in complexes as
soon as they appear in adhesions, whereas talin-integrin and



Figure 4. a5b1 Integrin and a-Actinin Assembly and Association in NAs

(A) Intensity time trace of a5 integrin-mGFP and a-actinin-mCherry in a NA in CHOK1 cells. Arrows show a-actinin intensity spikes during assembly and the

average duration between the intensity spikes.

(B) The difference in the intensity derivative during assembly for a5 integrin-mGFP and a-actinin-mCherry, in comparison tomCherry-paxillin-GFP, indicates

that a-actinin assembles at a faster rate relative to a5b1 integrin.

(C) High positive (Bcc) values correspond to the a-actinin intensity peaks during NA assembly, whereas no cross-variance is detected in pixels correspond-

ing to regions between adhesions (off adhesions).

(A–C) Twenty-five adhesions were used for quantifications.

(D) a-actinin knockdown in CHOK1 cells expressing talin1-mGFP and mGFP-paxillin. In contrast to paxillin, cells expressing talin1 show persistent protru-

sive activity.

(E) Effect of a-actinin knockdown on the association of a5b1 integrin and talin1 duringNA formation. For cross-variance analysis, imageswere acquired every

100 ms for mCherry-paxillin-mGFP, 150 ms for integrin-a-actinin, and 500 ms for integrin-talin1.
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kindlin-talin reside in common molecular complexes only after
the adhesion has formed. In contrast, a-actinin enters at the
fastest rate and in spikes that form transient associations
with integrin.

The differential molecular associations between integrin and
two of its binding partners, kindlin and talin, in adhesions bears
on their role in integrin function. Considerable in vitro and
in vivo evidence suggests that integrin activation requires
the binding of both kindlin and talin [7, 10]. Our cross-variance
data suggest that this occurs after NAs have already formed
and not in regions adjacent to the adhesions. Therefore, a5b1
integrin is most likely not preactivated before NAs have
formed, which is not consonant with observations that integrin
is preactivated at the leading edge [38, 39]. This could be due
to the different integrin studied (avb3 versus a5b1) or to the
lower resolution, which did not resolve NAs. Our data also
do not support a model in which the binding of a5b1 integrin
to talin directly nucleates NAs, as they do not appear to reside
in a complex until after the NA has formed. Since talin is pre-
sent in NAs, as soon as they are visible, its interaction with
some other molecule(s), like vinculin, RIAM [40, 41], or FAK
[42] most likely recruits it to adhesions. Finally, the talin-kind-
lin-integrin complex, and therefore integrin activation, requires
myosin II, presumably through crosslinking and force genera-
tion activities [43].
Our observations extend previous studies. Talin-null cells

have only small adhesions that adhere weakly and do not
mature. Thus, adhesions can formwithout talin, but they are un-
able to support or respond to the subsequent force that drives
their maturation [8]. This is supported by recent findings that
suggest that integrin binding to fibronectin [44] and recruitment
to adhesions is independent of talin [22], possibly due to
competitive binding with a-actinin [35]. Our data also support
suggestions that kindlin and talin associate with integrins
sequentially [45, 46], with kindlin associating first and then talin
[12]. The initial binding of kindlin might be required to facilitate
talin-integrin binding via displacement of integrin inhibitors
such as filamin from the b integrin cytoplasmic tail [47] and
recruitmentof ILK [48] andmigfilin [9,49].Previousobservations
also show that NAs can formwithoutmyosin II activity, whereas
myosin crosslinking and force are required for their subse-
quent adhesion maturation [26, 50]. Our studies show that the



Figure 5. The Number of a5b1 Integrins and Its Partners in Adhesions

(A) Number of molecules of a5b1 integrin as a function of expression level in NAs that stabilize. Expression level is classified based on the average intensity of

a5b1 integrin in protruding regions of CHOB2 cells, which lack endogenous a5b1, stably expressing ectopic a5 integrin-mGFP.

(B) Degree of aggregation of a5b1 integrin in NAs.

(C) Number of molecules of a5b1 integrin as a function of variable fibronectin coating concentrations.

(D) Number of molecules of a5b1 integrin, kindlin2, talin1, and vinculin in nascent adhesions.

(E) a-actinin numbers in NAs and in the intensity peaks that form during assembly selected from 25 adhesions (see Figure 4). The step size of the a-actinin

spikes was measured as the difference between the peak intensity of the nth spike and the trough intensity of the (n2 1)th peak. For the first intensity peak,

we used the preassembly intensity levels to determine the step size.

(F) Number of molecules of a5b1 integrin, kindlin2, talin1, and vinculin in focal adhesions (as a function of size).

Error bars indicate the SEM. See also Figures S4 and S5.
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talin-integrin complex ismyosin II sensitive, which is consistent
with studies showing that integrin, talin, and vinculin are all
thought to undergo force induced conformation changes and/
or sense force in adhesions [30, 34, 51, 52]. Force in adhesions
also stabilizes integrin-fibronectin binding interactions [52].

So, what interactions nucleate adhesions and their subse-
quentmaturation? The number and cluster analyses provide in-
sights. The clustering of integrins is thought to be an early event
[53–55]. Since kindlin is monomeric with a single integrin bind-
ing site and is present in a 1:1 ratio with integrin in NAs, it is un-
likely that it directly mediates the initial clustering of integrins.
However, its association with other binding partners, like ILK
andmigfilin, could indirectly induce clustering [48, 49, 56].a-ac-
tinin, another candidate, is a homodimer, binds actin, and is
present throughout the lamellipodium in a high stoichiometry
with respect to integrin in adhesions. However, if it does
nucleate adhesions, it does so only transiently and through
large clusters. Once adhesions begin to mature, talin could
be a primary link to actin and mediate integrin clustering, since
its ratio to integrin is 1:2, suggesting that it crosslinks either
through the two integrin binding sites at its N-terminal head
and C-terminal tail domains [16] or through its binding to vincu-
lin, which binds to a-actinin.
In summary, the integrin binding and actin linkagemolecules
that we have studied are all present in NAs as soon as they are
visible and persist as they mature; however, the molecular
interactions and stoichiometry change, reflecting an internal
reorganization as the adhesion forms and matures. It is still
not clear which molecular interactions drive adhesion forma-
tion. Some models propose that integrins are prebound to
activating partners at the cell edge and probe the ECM for
adhesion sites [38, 39]. Other studies show that adhesion
formation is driven by actin polymerization and organization
[26]. While kindlin and a-actinin remain viable candidates for
nucleating adhesion formation through their early association
with integrin, the dimeric nature of a-actinin and its transient
association with a5b1 integrin makes it an attractive potential
nucleator. The largea-actininclusters that associate transiently
with integrin contain the same number of molecules (three)
as those for the off-adhesion integrin clusters, suggesting
that a-actinin may facilitate an initial binding step of integrin
clusters to the actin cytoskeleton, which is then replaced by
a longer-lived interaction, and then ultimately by talin [35].
Whatever model emerges, however, it will now be informed
by our observation that an important class of integrin interac-
tions occurs transiently and hierarchically within the adhesion.
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Experimental Procedures

NA Analysis

The NAs were manually selected in protruding regions, and the correspond-

ing pixel locations were inputted inMATLAB 7.7.0 (MathWorks). The fluores-

cence intensity time traces for individual adhesions were measured by

spatial averaging of a 33 3 pixel region centered at the adhesion pixel loca-

tion for each image in the time series. Background intensity was corrected

for by subtracting from an image series an average intensity value corre-

sponding to background regions away from the cell. Fluorescence bleach-

ing was estimated using the intensity decay of FAs over the time course of

image series acquisition. It was then accounted for by adding to each image

in the image series the percent of intensity lost at that given timepoint. Adhe-

sion assembly rates were estimated from 30–40 adhesions in six to eight

cells as in [26]. In the measurements of the number of molecules, the inten-

sities of individual adhesions were integrated over a 3 3 3 pixel region for

NAs and over the entire pixel location of larger FAs. For a-actinin number

measurements in NAs, we subtracted an average intensity corresponding

to lamellipodial regions where no adhesions are visible. To yield the total

number of molecules, we normalized the intensity values of the adhesions

by the molecular fluorescence of mGFP (for more information, see the Sup-

plemental Information and Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Fluorescence Variance and Cross-variance Analysis

We used fluorescence variance analysis, also known as number and bright-

ness (N&B), to determine the aggregation states and molecular interactions

(cross-N&B) in adhesions [24]. Using SimFCS software (Laboratory of

Fluorescence Dynamics, University of California, Irvine), we calculated the

apparent brightness, (B), and cross-brightness, (Bcc), parameters from sin-

gle- or dual-channel image time series. The apparent brightness, B(xi,yj),

parameter for a given pixel location, (xi,yj), in a single-channel image time

series is defined as

B
�
xi; yj

�
=
1

S
$

s2
i;j 2s2

0�
I
�
xi; yj

��
t
-offest

= ε+1; (Equation 1)

where hI (xi,yj)it and s2
i;j are the pixel average intensity and variance over time

(t), respectively, and ε is the intrinsic molecular brightness, which reflects

the total number of emittingmolecules in a complex and can vary depending

on the image acquisition settings that affect fluorescence excitation and

detection.

The offset parameter and readout noise, s2
0, were determined from the

distribution of the digital counts of a background region in the image time

series. The S factor was set to a value that yields a background brightness

value of 1(B/S = 1). Contributions from slow fluctuations due to photo-

bleaching and mechanical drift effects were corrected for using a moving-

average filter (w20–25 s). The aggregation state of adhesion molecules

was determined by calibration of the measured apparent brightness param-

eter relative to that measured from the membrane targeting sequence of

mGFP tagged GAP43 [20].

Degree of Aggregation =
BAdh 2 1

BGAP 2 1
(Equation 2)

For detection of molecular interactions in adhesions, we calculate the

cross-variance, (Bcc), parameter at a given pixel location, (xi,yj), as:

Bcc
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where hI1 (xi,yj)it and hI2 (xi,yj)it are the fluorescence average intensity for

channels 1 and 2. sðxi; yjÞ2cc is the fluorescence intensity cross-variance

between channels 1 and 2 for time, t, and is defined as
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(Equation 4)

where I1 (xi,yj,t) and I2 (xi,yj,t) are the fluorescence pixel intensity at time, t, for

channels 1 and 2, respectively.

If molecules represented by fluorescence intensity in two channels (wave-

lengths), channels 1 and 2, are noninteracting, their fluorescence fluctua-

tions will be independent and the cross-variance will be centered around

zero. In contrast, interacting species will produce positive (Bcc) values.

As the negative control, GAP-mGFP and GAP-mCherry, which localize
independently to the cell membrane, are not known to interact and therefore

do not display positive cross-variance values [20]. As positive controls, we

usedmCherry-paxillin-mGFP andmCherry-talin1-mGFP, adhesionmarkers

that are tagged with two fluorescent probes and therefore produce corre-

lated movement and positive cross-variance.
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Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures

and five figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
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